Response to the Reviewer #1:
We thank the reviewer for the constructive comments and suggestions that have helped us rethink
and improve the manuscript. We have revised the manuscript according to the reviewer’s comments
(see point-by-point responses below). Note there are some differences between the responses here
and that within the authors’ comments uploaded earlier. Specifically, we now decided to follow the
reviewer’s suggestion on replacing our originally modified ELM moisture scalars with new scalars
and then conducted more simulations together with sensitivity analysis to parameters related to
carbon decomposition and methane model. We have updated our results and discussions
accordingly; our major conclusions about the model improvements in simulating soil temperature
and zero-curtain period remain the same, and the improvements regarding simulating CO2 and CH4
fluxes still hold, although with different optimized parameterizations.
For reference, our response to comment “n” by the reviewer is labeled “R1C[n]” where R1
represents Reviewer #1. Throughout this document, the reviewer’s comments are reproduced in
their entirety in black, and our responses are given directly afterward in blue.
This study considers cold-season CO2 and methane emissions from Arctic tundra, which has been
recently identified as an important component of the tundra carbon budget. In this work, the authors
modify an ESM land surface scheme (ELMv1-ECA) to better represent freeze/thaw processes in
the soil, to better represent the impact of soil moisture and temperature on soil carbon
decomposition, and to allow transport of methane out of the soil during the cold season. This
addresses three factors that they identified as causing the model to produce too little carbon
emission during the cold season. Namely, that winter soil temperature (and therefore also liquid
water) were underestimated, that the CO2 production was too little even with the correct soil
temperature, and that methane transport out of the land surface was not possible during winter.
They find that the model is significantly improved with these modifications, although emissions
during the ZCP are now slightly overestimated instead of underestimated. They also look at long
term trends.
In general the paper is clearly written and logically ordered. It is clear that the model does improve
between the initial and final model versions, and now can simulate cold season emissions better
than previously. I liked the fact that they tested a large number of different functions for the
decomposition response, since this is certainly a major source of uncertainty in modelling.
However, before considering this for publication I would ask for some substantial justification and
clarity about the changes that have been made. I would also ask for some additions to the text to
consider other (potentially) important factors.
We appreciate the reviewer’s constructive comments. We have provided particularly detailed
elaboration for the issues pointed out by the reviewer in the revised manuscript as discussed by the
following responses.
General comments:
=============
1) Carbon/substrate. There is plenty of evidence that availability of carbon substrate is important
for controlling methanogenesis (e.g. Strom et al 2012), and soil respiration in general (e.g. Brooks
et al 2004). This is not discussed in this paper. It is not clear whether the model simulates the soil
carbon dynamically, or whether (dynamic or not) the soil carbon takes appropriate values in the
model. For one site (IVO) there is some discussion of this (Section 3.2), but it sounds like this soil
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carbon data is only used to set the soil thermal/hydraulic properties. Does it also form the substrate
for soil respiration?
If the substrate is not correctly simulated, then you may compensate for this with incorrect choice
of decomposition functions. I would ask for some more analysis of the soil carbon - for example
compare it to observed values at the site and identify if this can be a source of bias (I would suggest
add to a plot or table in the supplementary material and discuss in the main text).
R1C1: As we pointed out in the manuscript (lines X - Y), the dependencies of soil thermal and
hydraulic properties on soil organic carbon are embedded in the model via linear relationships
(Lawrence and Slater, 2008). The relationships between soil properties and organic carbon
content are initialized at the beginning of simulations.
We also agree with the reviewer about the importance of carbon substrate on influencing
methanogenesis activity and soil respiration, and ELMv1-ECA does account for these impacts. We
now have clearly stated that in the revised manuscript (within the Appendices).
“ELMv1-ECA explicitly simulates carbon cycle dynamics (both plant and soil) and
accounts for the limitation of nutrient (i.e., nitrogen and phosphorus) availability for plant
growth and the nutrient competition between plants and microbes (Burrows et al., 2020;
Zhu et al., 2019; Golaz et al., 2019; Zhu et al., 2020). The ELMv1-ECA uses a Centurylike soil carbon decomposition cascade model with vertically resolved soil
biogeochemistry (Koven et al., 2013), and explicitly accounts for the influence of
substrate and nutrient availability on soil respiration (both root and microbes) (Zhu et al.,
2019).” (Lines 703 - 707 in the revised manuscript)
“ELMv1-ECA considers the availability of carbon substrate as an important driver of
methanogenesis activity and methane production (Riley et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2016).”
(Lines 741 - 742 in the revised manuscript)
We would also like to conduct more analysis on soil carbon; however, due to the lack of site-level
observations, we cannot compare simulated soil carbon with observation for this study. We will
explore available in situ soil carbon datasets and incorporate these analyses in our future studies.
2) Snow. The main problem with ESM’s underestimating winter soil temperature is often
related to representation of snow, so I was surprised that this was not discussed in more detail, and
only the phase change was considered as leading to underestimated winter soil temperatures
(although snow is mentioned once in the results). For example, Burke et al (2020) show the offset
between air and soil temperature in CMIP5 and CMIP6 ESM’s as a function of snow depth. In
models that poorly represent snow, the offset can be up to 10 degree C biased - meaning at 10
degree C cold bias in winter soil temperature. In models that improved their snow scheme between
CMIP5 and CMIP6, there is a huge improvement in this. Even in a model that does not represent
latent heat *at all*, the winter soil temperature offset against air temperature is substantially smaller
than in models with a poor snow insulation scheme. I would therefore strongly recommend that
snow is considered in terms of the simulation of winter soil temperatures. I suggest that at the point
where snow depth is discussed in the results (see specific comments, below), an assessment of how
well the snow is simulated should be presented with supplementary figures.
R1C2: We agree with the reviewer on the importance of accurately simulated snow conditions
(e.g., snow thermal insulation and snow coverage-related impact). In our following paper (Tao et
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al., 2021), we have conducted more experiments investigating how biases in simulated snow
variables (i.e., snow depth, snow water equivalent (SWE), and snow coverage) are propagated to
biases in soil temperature and soil moisture, and then translated into biases in heterotrophic
respiration and cold-season CO2 and CH4 emissions over pan-Arctic permafrost regions. Please
also see our response to Reviewer #2 (R2C1). For this study, the snow depth measurements at the
study sites are problematic, showing about 30 cm snow depth during summer times (see raw data
by Oechel and Kalhori (2018)). For instance, at ATQ, a site that shows the most reasonable snow
depth observations, there are suspicious snow depth measurements in summer (Figure R1.1b). We
also checked Snow Telemetry (SNOTEL) sites but did not find one close enough to our sites for a
better comparison. Indeed, continuous quality snow measurements, especially SWE, are extremely
challenging to obtain (Pirazzini et al., 2018; McGrath et al., 2019).
Still, as the reviewer suggested, we have provided comparison results of simulated and observed
snow depth despite the suspicious measurements (Figure R1.1 as Figure S9 in the supplementary
file); we also added discussion on how sensitive the simulated soil temperature and carbon fluxes
are to snow depth in the supplementary file (Figure S9). We also added a sentence to the revised
manuscript.
“Sensitivity analysis demonstrates large impacts of snow depth on simulated winter soil
temperature, summer soil moisture, heterotrophic respiration, and CO2 fluxes (Figure
S9).” (Lines 588 - 589 in the revised manuscript)

Figure R1.1: (Figure S9 in the revised manuscript) Sensitivity of ELM simulated (a) SWE, (b)
snow depth, (c and d) soil temperatures, (e and f) liquid volumetric soil moisture (VSM), (g)
heterotrophic respiration (HR), and (h) CO2 flux at ATQ to precipitation-phase partition methods
(PPMs). Suspicious snow depth measurements appear during summertime (black line; b). Red lines
indicate the simulations with the ELM default PPM, and grey lines are simulations with different
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PPMs as tested by Jennings and Molotch (2019). Different PPMs result in large discrepancies in
the snowfall portion of total precipitation, leading to considerable differences in simulated SWE (a)
and snow depth (b). The sensitivity of soil temperatures to snow depth and SWE is affected by 1)
saturation of snow thermal insulation capacity (i.e., the levels of snow thermal insulation will not
increase with snow depth if it exceeds an effective snow depth) (Slater et al., 2017); 2) rainfall
fraction of total precipitation, which will not only influence snow compaction and accumulation
process (thus snow depth) and snow mass (thus SWE), but also severely impacts soil water contents;
3) snow coverage, which impacts surface albedo and absorbed solar radiation, outgoing longwave
radiation, and thus net radiation; 4) snow thermal conductivity schemes; and 5) active layer
thickness and bottom boundary conditions of soil temperature, which resulted from lumped impacts
of snow-or-rain partition over the long-term period (1901 to 2017 here). Also, the maximum
supercooled liquid water content in frozen soils (e and f) does not dramatically decline with
decreases in soil temperature if it drops to a certain level, and thus the substrate availability to
microbial respiration does not accordingly decrease either. Thus, the integrated impacts of
precipitation-phase partition methods and simulated snow depth on winter CO2 emissions are
smaller than that on warm-season CO2 flux.
3) Justification of the phase change modification. While I have no problem that the main
modification to the phase change calculation (allowing temperature to fall below zero during the
phase change) is physically sound, I am not so convinced by the phase change "efficiency"
parameter that was introduced. This is referenced to some papers where such a parameter was
included in a model previously, but those papers are extremely brief in the justification of this and
there is no reference to some observation or physical theory. Additional justification is therefore
required for this "efficiency" parameter (or removal of this parameter if it is not fully justified).
R1C3: Currently, we employed this phase-change efficiency to effectively solve ELM’s problem
of overestimating phase-change rates while maintaining the current modeling structure as much as
possible. In such a manner, the same modification can be easily adapted by other studies using
ELM or CLM. We agree with the reviewer that the reference papers for the phase-change efficiency
are extremely brief in their justification. Below we provide detailed justification for the phasechange efficiency and the virtual soil temperature; we have also reworked our appendices and
added the justification to the revised Appendix A.
The heat (conduction) transfer equation (Eq. R1.1) can be rewritten as (Eq. R1.2) with soil-water
freezing phase change,
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(Eq. R1.1)

𝑐 𝜕𝑡 = 𝜕𝑧 (𝜆 𝜕𝑧 ),
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(Eq. R1.2)

,

where 𝑇 is soil temperature (K), 𝑐 is the volumetric soil heat capacity (J m-3 K-1), 𝜆 is soil thermal
conductivity (W m-1 K-1), 𝑧 is the soil depth (m) of the model soil layers, 𝐿𝑓 is the latent heat of
fusion (J kg-1), 𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑞 is soil liquid water content (m3 m-3), and 𝜌𝑙𝑖𝑞 is the density of liquid water (kg
m-3). Instead of −𝐿𝑓 𝜌𝑙𝑖𝑞
sign (+ 𝐿𝑓 𝜌𝑖𝑐𝑒
R1.2) as,

(𝑐 + 𝐿𝑓 𝜌𝑙𝑖𝑞
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)
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for the discussion, and rewrite (Eq.
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(Eq. R1.3)

) 𝜕𝑡 = 𝜕𝑧 (𝜆 𝜕𝑧 ),

By introducing an apparent heat capacity 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑝 = 𝑐 + 𝐿𝑓 𝜌𝑙𝑖𝑞

𝜕𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑞
𝜕𝑇

, (Eq. R1.3) can be rewritten as,
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(Eq. R1.4)

𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑝 𝜕𝑡 = 𝜕𝑧 (𝜆 𝜕𝑧 ),

which is the same as the heat (conduction) transfer equation (Eq. R1.1) with the actual soil heat
capacity 𝑐 replaced with the apparent heat capacity 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑝 . That is, the apparent heat capacity
incorporates the latent heat released by soil water freezing into the actual soil heat capacity.
To solve (Eq. R1.4), we need to compute the derivative of the soil freezing characteristic curve
𝜕𝜃

(𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑞 (𝑇)) with respect to temperature ( 𝑙𝑖𝑞 ). Here, we approximate the 𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑞 (𝑇) curve by combining
𝜕𝑇
the freezing point temperature-depression equation (Eq. R1.5) (Fuchs et al., 1978) and the soil
water retention curve (Eq. R1.6) (Clapp and Hornberger, 1978). This leads to the supercooled water
formulation (Eq. R1.7) (also the Eq. A3 in our manuscript) (Niu and Yang, 2006), shown below,
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,
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(Eq. R1.6)
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(Eq. R1.7)

𝜕𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑞

Computing 𝜕𝑇 requests the soil freezing curves 𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑞 (𝑇) to be continuous and differentiable for a
range of temperatures during the freezing process (Kurylyk and Watanabe, 2013; Hansson et al.,
2004). Here, we follow the existing ELM framework to implement Eq. R1.7 in a much simpler way.
Specifically, the baseline ELM first solves the heat transfer equation (Eq. R1.1) without
consideration of soil water phase change; then it estimates the energy involved (𝐻) for adjusting
the initially solved soil temperature to the freezing point (𝑇𝑓 ), and then estimates the mass change
needed (𝐻𝑚 ) based on 𝐻. The model then readjusts the soil liquid water, ice content, and soil
temperature according to the actual available liquid water for freezing given the maximum
supercooled liquid water allowed under current soil temperature (𝜃𝑙𝑖𝑞 (𝑇), see example in Figure
R1.2). The numerical representation for readjusted soil temperature is given by (Eq. R1.8) (or Eq.
A5 in the manuscript),
∆𝑡
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𝑖
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)
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(Eq. R1.8)

This uncoupled two-step implementation significantly overestimates soil water freezing rates. Two
reasons are responsible for the overestimation. First, the freezing point (𝑇𝑓 = 0°C) is used to
determine the occurrence of soil water phase change under all conditions. To further freeze
supercooled soil liquid water, as Figure R1.2 shows, the soil temperature has to be colder than the
virtual soil temperature (𝑇𝑣), as we introduced by (Eq. A8) in the manuscript. Second, due to the
steep slope (especially close to 𝑇𝑓 = 0°C) as shown in Figure R1.2, the estimated ice mass increase
𝑛+1
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛+1
(i.e., 𝑤𝑖𝑐𝑒
− 𝑤𝑖𝑐𝑒
or 𝑤𝑙𝑖𝑞
− 𝑤𝑙𝑖𝑞,𝑚𝑎𝑥
, see (Eq. A5) in the manuscript) most often exceeds the
required mass change, i.e., 𝐻𝑚 = −𝑐𝑖

∆𝑧𝑖
(𝑇𝑓
𝐿𝑓

− 𝑇𝑖𝑛+1 ), and thus soil liquid water freezes quickly

in a large chunk. Soon, the liquid water available to be frozen becomes too small to release
sufficient latent heat to compensate for the required energy deficit (𝑇𝑓 − 𝑇𝑖𝑛+1 ).
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Figure R1.2: Maximum supercooled soil liquid water as a function of soil temperature at BEO.
Thus, through multiplying the initially estimated mass change (𝐻𝑚 ) by the phase change efficiency
(𝜀), we replace the freezing point in (Eq. R1.8) with an efficiency-weighted average of the initially
solved soil temperature (𝑇𝑖𝑛+1 ) and the freezing point,
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(Eq. R1.10)
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The two changes effectively improve the soil water freezing process simulations and prevent soil
from becoming irreversibly too cold quickly as simulated by the baseline phase change scheme.
We have reworked our Appendix and methodology section and better developed the elaboration
for our modification. In the future, we will bypass this two-step implementation by solving (Eq.
R1.4) in a coupled mode using the Apparent Heat Capacity Parameterization (AHCP) method
(Kitover et al., 2016; Rawlins et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2010; Nicolsky et al., 2007; Hinzman et al.,
1998; Endrizzi et al., 2014; Guymon et al., 1980; Mottaghy and Rath, 2006), along with our
incorporation of advective heat transfer.
4) Environmental modifiers. The soil moisture function is modified in two ways: 1 to decrease
respiration at high water contents, which replaces the oxygen-availability modifier, and 2 to
continue to have respiration at zero water contents. Firstly, why would you replace the processbased oxygen availability with an empirical function that would presumably represent the process
less well? And secondly, setting non-zero respiration at zero water contents is dubious and the
functions chosen (shown in Fig S1) are strange-looking. There is no evidence that respiration occurs
at zero water contents, rather that it continues over winter because there is non-zero liquid water in
frozen soil. It would make much more sense to change the function so that it reaches zero at zero
water contents, i.e. shift the curves to the left. This would also look a lot more like existing literature,
e.g. Yan et al 2018. So, I am not convinced by these modifications.
R1C4: Thank you. We decided to follow the reviewer’s suggestions. We now have removed our
originally modified ELM moisture scalars, and proposed another way to improve the moisture
scalars (Appendix B and Figure S1). Specifically, we simply changed the 𝜓𝑚𝑖𝑛 in 𝑓𝑊 to prevent
zero respiration within the top ~50 cm during the cold season.
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Figure R1.3: (New Figure S1 in the supplementary file) The moisture and temperature functions
tested in this study are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. ELM’s original moisture scalar predicts
zero respiration in subfreezing soils (e.g., ELM layer 5, black; a) when soil liquid water content
becomes small under frozen conditions. With revised minimum water potentials (magenta and
cyan), ELM’s f(w) would not drop to zero unless soil temperature becomes cold enough to have a
very small supercooled liquid water content and a soil water potential less than the prescribed 𝜓𝑚𝑖𝑛 ,
and thus preventing zero respiration within top ~50 cm soils during the cold season. Other functions
have been tested and documented in Yan et al. (2018) and Sierra et al. (2015).
We then conducted more simulations testing the newly modified moisture scalars and other
moisture functions, including the one proposed by Yan et al. (2018). Throughout the revised
manuscript, we have updated all the results with the newly tested simulations. Our new Table S2
shows 22 moisture scalar and 37 temperature scalars, which composites 814 (=22x37)
environmental modifiers (f(W)×f(T)×f(O)×f(D)) in total. Some moisture scalars already
incorporate the oxygen stress to account for the inhibition of decomposition in the wet anoxic
conditions, including Standcarb (Harmon and Domingo, 2001), Daycent (Kelly et al., 2000), Skopp
(Skopp et al., 1990), and Moyano (Moyano et al., 2013), and (Yan et al., 2018). When using these
moisture-oxygen scalars, the total environmental modifier function is f(W)×f(T)×f(D) without f(O).
We do notice an instability problem of ELM-estimated oxygen stress, which, however, does not
cause a very large problem because of the minimum threshold (0.2) imposed to f(O) (Appendix B;
(Oleson et al., 2013)).
5) CH4 cold season transport. Again this is poorly justified and the equations are missing. In the
appendix line 700-702 it states that "We integrate the emissions from ice cracks and remnants of
aerenchyma tissues with (Eq. C14) by removing temperature limitation and applying a small Taere
during winter time" Firstly, there was no mention of temperature limitation, so what does this part
refer to? Secondly, what is "a small Taere"? (ie what is the value and why did you choose it?). It
would really be useful to give the equation that you use in the model, instead of just this unclear
description. In the methods it is justified by reference to a paper that there could be more conduction
of methane through snow. However, the change made to the diffusion inside the soil is set as an
arbitrary value and a sufficient justification is not given for changing it. Potentially, increasing
Taere would increase the emissions enough (if you choose the right value) that this non-justified
change to diffusion rate would not be needed.
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R1C5: Thanks. In the baseline model, methane emissions through aerenchyma were turned off
when the soil temperature is below 0°C. We have added detailed elaboration (including relevant
equations, parameters, and description) regarding the methane transport mechanism into Appendix
C. Also, the reviewer is correct about the changes to diffusion within frozen soils. We now have
removed this modification in the newly tested simulations and updated our results.
Also, inspired by the reviewer, we now have conducted sensitivity experiments on methane
parameters (including the parameter determining cold-season 𝑇𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑒 ; see Table S3). Then, we now
optimized the model simulations through two steps. Specifically, 1) we first evaluated the
simulations using the (814) environmental modifiers to the base decomposition rate that assembled
commonly used empirical soil temperature- and moisture-dependency functions (R1C4). These
simulations used the newly modified methane model with the default parameters (Table S3). We
selected the common decomposition schemes that provided satisfactory results of CO2 flux for all
the sites (i.e., 𝑁𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑂2> 0.5). 2) Then, we iteratively repeated the simulations with the common
carbon decomposition schemes along with the seven methane parameterizations (Table S3).
Among all these simulations (“NewPC_NewDecomNewCH4”; Table 2), we identified an optimal
simulation for each site that has the smallest distance from (𝑁𝑆𝐸𝐶𝐻4 , 𝑁𝑆𝐸𝐶𝑂2) to (1, 1).
The updated Figure 7 (now is Figure 5 in the revised manuscript) is shown below.

Figure R1.3: (New Figure 5 in the manuscript.) Scatter plot between the Nash–Sutcliffe Efficiency
(NSE) of simulated monthly CO2 and CH4 emissions. The grey dots represent all the tested (1934)
simulations. (see Table 2 for configurations for all the experiments.)
6) Missing out of IVO. It is shown that IVO cannot simulate reasonable methane emissions
even with the correct temperature and moisture, however CO2 emissions did not suffer from this
problem. Therefore I don’t fully understand why CO2 from IVO cannot be included in the analysis.
The optimisation would have to be done only on CO2 but it could still be optimised, is that right?
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R1C6: Thanks. We have added back the CO2 results at IVO (shown by the figures below). We also
have changed the line styles and colors as suggested by the reviewers, and we have made all the
figures consistent in plotting styles (see figures).

Figure R1.4: (New Figure 7 in the manuscript.) Monthly time-series comparison results now also
include CO2 results at IVO. For a better illustration, we now have moved all the intermediate
simulation results into the supplementary file.

Figure R1.5: (New Figure 8 in the manuscript.) Comparison of multi-year (2013-2017) averaged
monthly mean also with CO2 results at IVO.
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Figure R1.6: (New Figure 9 in the manuscript.) Multi-year (2013-2017) averaged cumulative CH4
emissions and CO2 net fluxes during the early cold season (Sep. and Oct.), cold-season period (Sep.
to May), warm-season period (Jun. to Aug.), and the annual cycle (Sep. to Aug.) at our study sites.
7) Additional analysis: For further investigation of the temperature/moisture functions in frozen
conditions, you could plot the emissions against temperature and moisture, instead of over time.
Then you can see if the models and observations are producing similar functions. (This would show
up, for example, if there is hysteresis in the observations which would make it difficult for any
single function to capture the dynamics, and would be worthwhile to know.)
R1C7: As suggested by the reviewer, we had checked the emissions vs. temperature and moisture
(included in the authors’ comments uploaded earlier), and we found that results could not well
capture the observed hysteresis effects of methane temperature response at IVO. In the future, we
will apply a Macromolecular Rate Theory (MMRT)-based temperature sensitivity approach, which
uses a quadratic relationship to approximate the CH4 - temperature dependencies and thus can
address the CH4 hysteresis effect (Chang et al. 2020, 2021), which, however, is out of the scope of
this study. We have added this plan into our revised manuscript.
“In the future, we will apply a Macromolecular Rate Theory (MMRT)-based temperature
sensitivity approach (Chang et al., 2020; 2021) to address the hysteresis effect on CH4
emissions …” (Lines 423 - 425 in the revised manuscript)
Specific comments
=============
Abstract
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Line 16-17 "simulated cold-season emissions at three tundra sites were improved by 84% and 81%"
- it is not clear what metric the 84% and 81% refer to, is this the mean absolute error? Please specify.
R1C8: Thanks for pointing out this confusion. We have revised this sentence as below. (We now
have mentioned “MAE” earlier in the abstract; also, the results have been updated, and thus all the
relevant calculations have been updated accordingly.)
“Furthermore, the MAEs of simulated cold-season emissions at three tundra sites were
improved by 72% and 70% on average for CH4 and CO2, respectively.” (Lines 16 - 17 in
the revised manuscript)
Line 17-19 "...zero-curtain period in Arctic tundra, accounted for more than 50% of the total
emissions" This statement is slightly misleading. This is the case in the model, but the study showed
that this part was overestimated compared to the observations. I would therefore add something
like "in the model, compared with around 45% (30-60%) in the observations"
R1C9: Thanks for the suggestion. We have revised this sentence as below.
“Overall, CH4 emitted during the early cold season (Sep. and Oct.), which often includes
most of the zero-curtain period in Arctic tundra, accounted for more than 50% of the total
emissions throughout the entire cold season (Sep. to May) in the model, compared with
around 49.4% (43-58%) in observations.” (Lines 17 - 19 in the revised manuscript)
Introduction
Lines 60-62 " However, current land models tend to significantly underestimate soil temperature
during the cold season over permafrost regions (Dankers et al., 2011; Tao et al., 2017; Nicolsky et
al., 2007; Yang et al., 2018b). One possible reason is that many land models fail to appropriately
account for the latent heat released during soil water freezing" It is true that many land surface
models did underestimate soil temperatures but, more recently, improved snow schemes have
removed a lot of this problem. For example, your first reference Dankers et al (2011) has a followup
study Burke et al (2013) which includes a multilayered snow scheme and removes the majority of
the winter cold bias - although a small cold bias remains. I highly recommend adding some
discussion of snow here to make it clear that the latent heat is not the only (or even the biggest)
factor. Most recent LSM’s (e.g. in CMIP6) do represent latent heat, if not particularly well, I
suggest clarifying that to "One possible reason is that while many land models account for latent
heat released during soil water freezing, they do not treat and distribute this heat appropriately"
R1C10: Thank you very much for the suggestion. We have changed the sentences as the reviewer
suggested.
"One possible reason is that while many land models account for latent heat released during
soil water freezing, they do not treat and distribute this heat appropriately or/and do not
simulate soil moisture correctly." (Lines 60 - 62 in the revised manuscript)
Lines 69 "many land models cannot accurately capture the ZCP length due to their underestimation
of soil temperatures" This is not really an accurate statement. Many land models cannot accurately
capture the ZCP length (true), but this is because they don’t have enough soil moisture or an
adequate representation of latent heat, not "due" to underestimated temperatures. Rather,
underestimated temperatures can arise as a *result* of not simulating the ZCP.
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R1C11: We agree with the reviewer on this point and have modified the sentence as below.
“Nevertheless, many land models cannot accurately capture the ZCP length due to
inaccurately simulated soil moisture and/or inadequate representation of latent heat, thus
underestimating soil temperature and cold-season CO2 emissions (Commane et al., 2017)
and CH4 (Zona et al., 2016).” (Lines 68 - 70 in the revised manuscript)
Study sites and data
Line 93. " CARVE CO2 measurements were not available;" should this be "...were not available
from 2015-2017;" ? Currently this part is unclear.
R1C12: To accurately clarify this, we have revised the sentence as below.
“The CARVE CO2 measurements were not available at the data archive we used here;
therefore, monthly winter-time CO2 flux data at the same towers assembled by Natali et al.
(2019) are included to complement CO2 observations from 2013 to 2014.” (Lines 93 - 95
in the revised manuscript)
Line 116-117 "Due to the discontinuity of observed soil moisture over time and along with the
vertical depth, evaluating ELMv1-ECA simulated liquid water content at layer node-depth was
limited." This sentence does not make sense to me, please clarify.
R1C13: We have modified the sentence as below.
“The observed soil moisture is only available at two or three depths that are quite different
from model layer node-depths, and also show discontinuities in time. Thus, evaluating
ELMv1-ECA simulated liquid water content was limited.” (Lines 116 - 117 in the revised
manuscript)
Methodology
Line 152-153 "The underlying assumption here is that the liquid water of soil resists freezing as
the freezing process proceeds and Sfnliq,i decreases, analogous to how dry soils resist getting drier
due to capillary force." This is the explanation given for the efficiency factor (see comment 3,
above): However, this capillary force in freezing soils is represented by the non-zero liquid water
contents at sub-freezing temperatures, and it is not clear to me that it needs an additional factor.
The efficiency factor, I guess (although it is not clear what it actually does - see next comment)
corresponds to a ’loss’ of some of the energy produced by latent heat. It does not make sense that
energy would just disappear. Please explain/justify.
R1C14: Thanks. Please also see our response R1C3. We have removed this sentence as we
incorporate our description in R1C3 into the manuscript.
Line 153-154 "We applied the phase change efficiency to the initially estimated energy
and mass change involved, i.e., 𝐻𝑖 and 𝐻𝑚 (see (Eq. A4) in the Appendix)". It is not clear
what ’applied’ means here, did you multiply some part of these equations by the efficiency factor?
The easiest thing to do would be to include the equations in the Appendix that you actually used
(i.e. rewrite those equations with the efficiency factor included, instead of leaving it to our
imagination).
R1C15: We multiply the initially estimated energy and mass change involved (see (Eq. A4)) by
the phase change efficiency (see (Eq. A9)). We now have modified Appendix A by incorporating
all the equations related to the changes. Please also see our response R1C3.
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Table S2: I am missing where the moisture functions ModifiedELMâ˘ARˇ S1 ModifiedELMâ˘ARˇ
S2, etc are documented?
R1C16: We now have removed the originally modified ELM moisture scalars, and thus this
comment does not apply anymore. Please also see our response R1C4.
Line 264-266 "We confirmed that ELMv1-ECA’s PFT dataset was a good compromise between
representing the site-scale ecosystem and other global parameters and surface datasets within ELM.
" Firstly, what is ELMv1-ECA’s PFT dataset? This is not mentioned. Secondly, how did you assess
whether it was ’good’? I recommend adding more information here.
R1C17: The ELMv1-ECA’s default plant type function (PFT) dataset was derived from satellitebased data by Lawrence et al. (2007), and the model’s global surface datasets have been calibrated
against satellite observations (Oleson et al., 2013). Results show that the simulated GPP generally
agrees with satellite-based products (Figure R1.7). In addition to PFTs, many other surface datasets
(including other vegetation-related parameters, soil colors, soil organic matter content, soil sand
and clay percent, topography, slope, and inundation-related parameters, etc.) also need to be
calibrated for an ideal site-level simulation. In the future, we plan to embed an advanced calibration
tool into the ELM framework to enhance its capability and efficiency of multi-objective
optimizations. Here, to address the reviewer’s comment, we have added sentences below to the
revised manuscript.
“The ELMv1-ECA’s default plant type function (PFT) dataset was derived from satellitebased data by Lawrence et al. (2007). We analyzed the vegetation composition from the
closet survey plot to the flux tower and examined the rationality of ELMv1-ECA’s
percentage of PFT for the site-scale simulation through testing different PFT datasets
derived from this vegetation survey (Davidson and Zona, 2018). We found that these PFT
datasets generally are not superior to the original PFT dataset, which generally reproduced
satellite-based GPP (Figure S4). We thus confirmed that ELMv1-ECA’s PFT dataset was
a good compromise between representing the site-scale ecosystem and other global
parameters and surface datasets within the model.” (Lines 263 - 269 in the revised
manuscript)

Figure R1.7: (Figure S4 in the revised supplementary file) Comparison between ELMv1-ECA
simulated daily GPP and MODIS GPP product (500m 8-day MYD17A2HGF) at two of our sites.
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Line 266-267 "The simulated saturated and unsaturated CH4 emissions were weighted with the
estimated inundation fractions at the footprint of ABoVE eddy-covariance flux towers" Surely the
*unsaturated CH4 emissions should be weighted with the *noninundated fraction in the footprint?
I guess this is probably what you did, it’s just not written very clearly, it currently sounds like both
saturated and unsaturated CH4 emissions were multiplied by the inundated fraction.
Readers will not know that the model simulates methane separately from saturated and unsaturated
grid cell fractions, therefore I suggest making that point here.
R1C18: Thanks for pointing this out. We have modified the sentence as below.
“The surface CH4 emission is a weighted average of simulated saturated and unsaturated
components using predicted inundation and non-inundation fractions. To compare
simulated CH4 emissions with ABoVE measurements at the site scale, we use the estimated
inundation fractions at the footprint of ABoVE eddy-covariance flux towers (see details in
(Xu et al., 2016)).” (Lines 269 - 272 in the revised manuscript)
Results
Line 326-343 Here you talk about the improvement to the ZCP. Looking at the plots, there is a
great improvement in deeper soil layers but not so much in the surface (for 3/4 sites). I suggest that
the text should recognise this fact about the surface being less well simulated.
R1C19: We have added an additional sentence at the end of this paragraph.
“In general, the improvements in ZCP are larger in deeper layers than topsoils, with the top
layer showing only marginal improvement.” (Lines 364 - 365 in the revised manuscript)
Line 346 Reference to Figure 3 should be Figure 4.
R1C20: Thanks. We have changed this. (Now, Figure 4 becomes Figure 3 in the revised manuscript
due to the removal of Figure 2.)
Line 357-358 "The deeper active layer simulated by NewPC implies more soil water storage
capacity, resulting in lower soil moisture in shallow soil layers and higher soil water in deep layers"
This pattern is not really seen with most of the sites, either the new simulation seems to have lower
soil moisture in general, or in the case of IVO it is greater or similar in almost every layer in the
new simulation. There is also the claim of soil moisture being improved - this is true because the
timing of thaw and freezeup is better, but actually the level of saturation in general seems to now
be lower and in several cases the old scheme was better in that regard. This is just a suggestion, but
I am aware of more than one land surface scheme that has found their scheme of dealing with
saturation of soil moisture leads to water being forced out of the top of the soil during the freezeup period. I was just wondering if simulating a longer ZCP might lead to more water being lost in
this way, and would therefore explain why the new model is drier. There are several possibilities,
of course!
R1C21: The “claim of soil moisture being improved” was made based on the RMSE of simulated
soil liquid water content (Table S5). The pattern (i.e., lower soil moisture in shallow soil layers and
higher soil water in deep layers) is shown in Figure 3 (Figure 2 in the revised manuscript) by the
magenta vs. green lines during summertime when the active layers reach the deepest thaw depths.
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Our model should be able to simulate the mechanism of “water being forced out of the top of the
soil during the freeze-up period”, given the differences in porosity and ice volume. But at the tested
sites, soils usually either are unsaturated or get drained before the freeze-up period and thus we did
not find that mechanism to be the case here.
Line 383-384. As I discussed above, the snow is important and I suggest that this is the place to
present some additional analysis rather than simply referring to "underestimated snow depth (not
shown)".
R1C22: Thanks. We have added the figure included in our response R1C2 into the supplementary
file and add the relevant discussion. Please also see our response to Reviewer #2 regarding this
point, i.e., R2C1.
Line 416, having checked that using observed soil moisture and temperature does not improve the
CH4 simulation, saying that including advective heat transport would likely improve the
simulations is surely incorrect, since this would just improve the soil temperature, which you found
did not help. I would also be surprised if a better wetland simulation would help if using observed
soil moisture did not improve the simulation. Geological seepage is certainly a possibility though.
R1C23: Due to discontinuities in soil moisture observations, as we have discussed, imposing soil
moisture on the model is quite tricky. Unless through a well-designed data assimilation method,
the control experiments still cannot correctly simulate surface standing water and wetland
inundation dynamics. We now have removed this sentence from the manuscript.
In addition, including advective heat transport would not only improve simulated soil temperature,
it would also impact active layer thickness, the impermeable bottom boundary (frozen) layer for
water fluxes, and thus soil moisture redistributions and microbial activities. Especially during the
thawing season, advective heat transport of warm spring rain could trigger early thawing onset,
speed-up thawing rate, and then stimulate CH4 emissions (Neumann et al., 2019), thus controlling
the seasonal cycle of CH4 emissions. However, we do agree with the reviewer that the advective
heat transport might play a lesser role here, but we feel this is still an important factor. We now
have added the sentences below.
“The failure of simulated CH4 emissions to capture the methane seasonality at IVO (as
indicated by Figures S8) might occur because of the lack of 1) a reasonable wetland module
that can adequately account for inundated hydro-ecological dynamics, 2) advective heat
transport at the air-ground interface through rainfall infiltration and within subsurface soils
through water transfer, and 3) the geological micro-seepage emission of CH4, as reported
in previous studies (Anthony et al., 2012; Etiope and Klusman, 2010; Russell et al., 2020).
For instance, Lyman et al. (2020) showed large temporal variability of CH4 at natural gas
well pad soils, similar to the observations at IVO (Anthony et al., 2012). The advective
heat transport not only impacts soil temperature but also affects soil moisture redistribution,
substrate availability, and microbial activity; this mechanism and wetland inundation
dynamics together would cause hysteretic effects on CH4 emission response to soil
temperatures (Chang et al., 2020; 2021). In the future, we will apply a Macromolecular
Rate Theory (MMRT)-based temperature sensitivity approach (Chang et al., 2020; 2021)
to address the hysteresis effect on CH4 emissions and explore more on the contribution of
geological micro-seepage emission.”(Lines 415 - 425 in the revised manuscript)
Line 420-423. This is missing the information that the performance of CH4 is degraded at the
BES/CMDL and BEO sites. It’s somewhat misleading to only mention the improvements.
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R1C24: We do not think the degraded CH4 performance here matters very much since we only
changed the phase change scheme but kept the carbon decomposition and methane modules the
same as the baseline which we know are problematic. Improved ZCP durations and soil temperature
and moisture do not necessarily guarantee improvements in CO2 and CH4 fluxes, given the
problematic carbon decomposition and methane modules. We feel our discussion here is not
misleading.
Line 442-444. This part is unclear. When you say "soil properties", do you mean soil
thermal/hydraulic properties? And is the improvement of the ELMv1-ECA’s moisture scalars due
to the function being based on the suction rather than the volumetric soil moisture content? Please
clarify this. Also, please give evidence that ELMv1-ECA "reasonably explained the varying
influence along the vertical soil profile".
R1C25: Soil properties here mean the soil texture-dependent porosity and saturated soil water
potential, and yes, the reviewer is correct that ELMv1-ECA uses soil suction rather than soil
moisture content for moisture scalars. Over high-latitude peatlands, soil porosity varies with depth
due to vertically stratified organic matter contents, which leads to large differences in soil pore
spaces and substrate affinity. This is a key strength of ELMv1-ECA’s moisture scalars that differs
from other models’ moisture scalars. The Fig. 1 in Niu and Yang (2006) is good evidence
supporting that ELMv1-ECA "reasonably explained the varying influence along the vertical soil
profile". Besides ELMv1-ECA’s moisture scalars, we also implemented the moisture function of
Yan et al. (2018) for each soil layer using the soil properties of each layer. We have revised the
sentence as below.
“For the Sierra et al. (2015) empirical moisture functions, the influence of liquid moisture
content on heterotrophic respiration is uniformly applied to all active soil layers, even
though the soil properties (e.g., porosity and saturated soil water potential) are quite
different vertically. ELMv1-ECA’s moisture scalars (including the original scheme) that
use soil water potential of each layer, in contrast, reasonably explained the varying
influence along with the vertical soil profile (Niu and Yang, 2006). ” (Lines 448 - 452 in
the revised manuscript)
Line 444 "Thus, the simulations..." I suggest removing ’thus’ because overestimation isn’t implied
from the previous sentence.
R1C26: Thanks. We have removed “thus” here.
Line 450 "assigns small thresholds for the moisture scalar" this is unclear. Did you mean "assigns
small minimum values for the moisture scalar"?
Line 451: Same problem as 450.
R1C27: We now have removed the modified ELM moisture scalars. Please also see our response
R1C4.
Line 457-459 ", at ATQ, where cold-season temperatures are relatively warmer than at BES/CMDL
and BEO, simulations with the original ELMv1-ECA environmental modifier (i.e.,
“NewPC_OriDecom_NewCH4”; discussed in Section 3.1.2), already released much more CO2 and
CH4 throughout the cold season than in the baseline simulations, " Can you add a reference to a
Table or Figure that shows this happens more at ATQ than the other sites? It isn’t very clear to me
on Figure 8. And in fact on Figure 6 (c3 and c4), it looks like the cold season production of CO2
and CH4 still goes to zero at ATQ with NewPC_OriDecom_NewCH4.
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R1C28: We have added reference to this statement, i.e., “NewPC_OriDecomNewCH4” in Figure
S8. The NewPC_OriDecomNewCH4 simulated CO2 and CH4 still go to zero after the ZCP ends
because the original decomposition scheme still predicted zero respiration under frozen conditions,
but the accumulated cold-season emissions are still larger than the baseline results because with the
improved phase-change scheme it has a much longer ZCP compared to the baseline. Note, for a
better illustration, we now did not include the intermediate simulations in the figures and moved
all the intermediate results into our supplementary file (Figure S8).
Line 471. vary -> varies
R1C29: We have changed it as suggested.
Line 471-474 " For cold sites (i.e., BES/CMDL and BEO), the sensitivity of simulated CH4 to Q10
values is larger than the sensitivity of CO2 net flux to Q10 because cold temperature suppresses
vegetation growth (i.e., CO2 uptake); while for the warm site (i.e., ATQ), both CH4 and CO2 net
flux are very sensitive to the Q10 values." Can you refer here to some numbers/figures that show
this? I see that in Table S4 this is apparent if you compare the lines with the same soil moisture
function but different Q10’s.
R1C30: Due to the removal of the originally modified moisture scalar, the related discussion has
also been removed, and thus the comments here do not apply anymore. Please see our discussion
regarding the new results in the revised manuscript.
Line 485/Section 4.3. I suggest you start this section with a clarification that throughout this section
you are analysing the results with optimal decomposition scheme for each site (and therefore
different parameters are used for each site).
R1C31: Thanks for the suggestion. We have added a sentence as below.
“Throughout this section, we only retain and discuss the identified optimal simulation
results (i.e., ELM_NewPC_Optimized) for each site.” (Lines 501 - 502 in the revised
manuscript)
Line 496 slightly -> slight
R1C32: Thanks. We have revised this.
Line 511-512 "We find that the simulated cold-season CO2 emissions were larger than the warmseason CO2 net uptake at all three sites" Please specify during which time period. (Presumably they
are in balance during the spinup, but will become out of balance later in the simulation due to
changing climate, so it makes sense to note the time period here)
R1C33: Thanks. We have modified the sentence as below.
“We find that the simulated cold-season CO2 emissions were larger than the warm-season
CO2 net uptake during the analyzing period (2013-2017) at all four sites (Figure 8).” (Lines
534 - 535 in the revised manuscript)
Summary
I suggest that you additionally mention the potential issues of using the heterotrophic respiration to
estimate CH4 production. For example, this means that CH4 emissions may drop as the soil
becomes more saturated (once soil moisture passes the optimum), whereas in fact the highest CH4
emissions should be in saturated conditions.
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R1C34: Thanks. We have added the discussion in the summary section as suggested.
“Moreover, due to lacking representations of wetland hydro-ecological dynamics, the
model uses simulated upland heterotrophic respiration to estimate CH4 production (Riley
et al., 2011), which might cause underestimations of CH4 emissions especially under wet
conditions.” (Lines 594 - 596 in the revised manuscript)
Line 529 "by updating upper boundary resistance" Was this the only change? What about the
change you made to the diffusion through the soil? I don’t think that is related to the upper boundary?
Please check this to make sure it’s summarizing accurately.
R1C35: We apologize for missing information here. We have revised the sentence as below.
“We further refined the cold-season methane processes by mimicking emission pathways
through ice cracks and remnants of aerenchyma tissues, reducing the maximum oxidation
rate constant, and reducing upper boundary (snow) resistance that allows CH4 to be emitted
from frozen soils through snow to the atmosphere” (Lines 556 - 559 in the revised
manuscript)
Line 546 "the identified an" -> "the identified"
R1C36: Thanks. We have revised this as suggested.
Line 562 add "due to microbial dynamics" or similar, for clarity
R1C37: Thanks. We have revised the sentence as below.
“In addition, the single static multiplicative function used to parameterize the impact of
environmental conditions on respiration might not be appropriate, because the
environmental impact also depends on maximum respiration rate, soil texture, soil carbon
content and quality, and microbial biomass (Tang and Riley, 2019).” (Lines 591 - 593 in
the revised manuscript)
Line 571-573 "The increasing rate of cold-season heterotrophic respiration (releasing CO2) may
become larger than the trend of warm-season vegetation CO2 uptake under future climate" In fact
in your simulations, the cold season respiration already became larger than the warm season CO2
uptake by 2017, is that right? This point could be made stronger with that information.
R1C38: Thanks. Although our simulations show net CO2 sources, the observed net annual CO2
budgets at ATQ and IVO still indicate net uptake (see Figure 8) despite the discontinuity.
Appendix Eq. A3. What does * mean in this equation? Eq. A7. as already discussed in my
comments on the Methodology, you need to show where/how these factors are applied in the model
- via equations would be easiest.
R1C39: The * in Eq. A3 (and A5) is a typo, and we have removed it. The variables with * mean
the ultimately adjusted variables (e.g., 𝑇𝑖𝑛+1∗ ). We have also reworked our Appendix to make
everything consistent and include all the relevant equations. Please also see our response in R1C3.
Line 642. This equation isn’t entirely consistent with equation A3, the 10ˆ3 is on the bottom and g
is missing. Can you check both of these?
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R1C40: That is because of different units used for soil water potential (mm or MPa), but both
equations are correct. We have made the equations consistent in the revised manuscript.
Line 692. It is not entirely clear what A(z) represents, is this the total methane emission to the
atmosphere or just the part from aerenchyma?
R1C41: It is the CH4 transport via aerenchyma from layer z. We have revised the sentence as below.
“Vascular plant aerenchyma tissues serve as diffusive pathways to transport CH4 from soil
to the atmosphere. The CH4 transport via aerenchyma from soil layer 𝑧 (𝐴(𝑧), mol m−2 s−1)
is calculated as …” (Lines 749 - 750 in the revised manuscript)
Line 700: Apologies if this is common knowledge but I don’t know what "amount of carbon per
tiller" means. Is this correct?
R1C42: This is described in Wania et al. (2010), and we have added this reference here. For
clarification here, we have revised the sentence as below.
“and the factor 0.22 represents average observed tiller biomass (gC per tiller) (Wania et al.,
2010; Schimel, 1995).” …” (Lines 756 - 757 in the revised manuscript)
Line 700-702: This needs more explanation/equations, see comment (5) in general comments,
above.
R1C43: We have revised this as suggested. Please also see our revised Appendix C.
Line 710: "Table 2" should be Table 1, I think
R1C44: Yes, thanks. We have changed it.
Line 710: Please specify which parameter in the equations you are changing. The table refers to it
as "scale_factor_gasdiff_snow" and it’s not clear where this fits in Eq. C13 (if it all)
R1C45: This modification was made to the upper boundary layer resistance, and we have also
added the relevant equations in the Appendix C.
Line 711: presents -> is present.
R1C46: Thanks. We have revised this as suggested.
Figures
General: Firstly, it is common to plot the observations in black and the model versions in colours
(or at least use a different style of line), which I would recommend here since it would add clarity
to the plots. Secondly, there appears to be a slight difference in the CO2 when the methane transport
modifications are introduced, particularly for ATQ. I did not see any way that the methane transport
would influence the CO2 simulation - could you explain this difference?
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R1C47: We have replotted our figures according to reviewers’ suggestions, i.e., using black for
observations and other colors for simulations with different line styles. An example is shown in
Figures R1.4 and R1.5.
Regarding the second point, modifications in CH4 transport will impact CH4 concentration in soils
and thus influencing CH4 oxidation rate (see details in Riley et al. (2011)), which will further impact
CO2 emissions.
Figure 1 is not super clear which labels are refering to which sites, since there are more labels than
red dots. Could you add lines or arrows to indicate for certain which site is in which location.
R1C48: We have modified this figure as suggested and have replaced the original Figure 1 with
the new one.

Figure R1.8: New Figure 1 with lines and arrows.
Figure 2 is a bit of a mess and it does not seem to be logically organised. For example, the split
between green circles appears to be between methane and "every other form of carbon", perhaps it
would make sense to separate vegetation and soil (non root) carbon? Most of the arrows are brown
and seem to represent "some kind of influence". To me it is important to show the flows of carbon
between the different spheres, some of which is shown in black (e.g. CO2 emission), some in brown
(e.g. heterotrophic respiration producing CH4), and some not shown at all, such as the flow of
carbon between plants and soil. This diagram needs to be revisiting to get a complete and coherent
presentation.
R1C49: After careful consideration, we decided to remove Figure 2.
Papers mentioned
Burke et al 2013 https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%252Fs00382-012-1648-x
Burke et al 2020 https://tc.copernicus.org/articles/14/3155/2020/
Brooks et al 2004 https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/j.1365-2486.2004.00877.x
Strom et al 2012 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0038071711003385
Yan et al 2018 https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-018-04971-6
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Response to the Reviewer #2:
We thank the reviewer for the constructive comments and suggestions that have helped us rethink
and improve the manuscript. We have revised the manuscript according to the reviewer’s comments
(see point-by-point responses below). (Note, we now decided to follow reviewer #1’s suggestion
on replacing our originally modified ELM moisture scalars with new scalars and then conducted
more simulations together with sensitivity analysis to parameters related to carbon decomposition
and methane model. We have updated our results and discussions accordingly; our major
conclusions about the model improvements in simulating soil temperature and zero-curtain period
remain the same, and the improvements regarding simulating CO2 and CH4 fluxes still hold,
although with different optimized parameterizations. )
For reference, our response to comment “n” by the reviewer is labeled “R2C[n]” where R2
represents Reviewer #2. Throughout this document, the reviewer’s comments are reproduced in
their entirety in black, and our responses are given directly afterward in blue.
The manuscript by Tao et al. describes an improved capacity of the ELM land surface model to
simulate the zero-curtain period and cold season greenhouse gas emissions. The paper is wellwritten and the changes made to the model are well-described. I don’t see large shortcomings to
this paper but, like the other reviewer, it would be nice to have a few more clarifications on why
certain approaches were chosen and to place the results in a broader context.
We appreciate the reviewer’s constructive comments. We have provided particularly detailed
elaboration for the issues pointed out by the reviewer in the revised manuscript as discussed by the
following responses.
First of all, the model is only tested on four sites in Alaska. Two are from the same area, while
the other two are further inland. I’m not convinced that this climatic gradient is sufficient to
capture the dynamics of the cold season across the Arctic, which is the stated goal by the authors
for their next paper. Especially since the model does not capture the soil temperature during the
cold season at IVO. This may be due to the model setup (e.g. soil conditions or atmospheric
forcing), but could also be due to an incorrect simulation of the insulation of the snow as
suggested by the other reviewer. In any case, this does not add confidence that the model will
perform well in, for example, central Siberia or in the sub-Arctic, where winter conditions are
quite different from the north slope of Alaska. This regional bias needs to be considered in the
text since it is essential to judge the performance of the model.
R2C1: Thank you for the comments. Below we address the reviewer’s concerns from three
aspects.
1) Site number. We agree with the reviewer that the site number is limited. We would also like to
test more sites, however, sites in permafrost regions that have all the necessary measurements
needed for this study, including snow depth, soil temperature, soil moisture, year-round CO2 and
CH4 fluxes (especially over the cold season), are quite rare. In the future, we will increase our site
number by exploring newly published CO2 and CH4 datasets over the pan-Arctic permafrost
domain (e.g., BAWLD-CH4, McKenzie et al. (2021), FLUXNET-CH4, Delwiche et al., 2021, etc.).
2) We agree with the reviewer about the importance of soil conditions, atmospheric forcing, and
snow conditions. At IVO, the model indeed well reproduced zero-curtain duration and soil
temperatures, as shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4, although still underestimating winter soil temperature.
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We have provided the comparison results of simulated snow depths against measurements (which
show problematic measurements, though) and sensitivity analysis of simulated carbon fluxes to
snow conditions in the supplementary file (Figure S9). In our flowing paper (Tao et al., 2021b), we
will exclusively focus on the snow impacts on carbon fluxes. Please also see the figure and
discussion in our response to the snow issues raised by Reviewer#1 (R1C2).
3) Regional bias. Actually, here we aimed to identify a generic parameterization that can be applied
to Alaskan Arctic tundra, not over the whole pan-Arctic domain across a variety of climate and
ecosystem gradients, although it is our ultimate goal. In a recent paper focusing on regional
simulation over Alaskan Arctic tundra, we used the generic decomposition scheme identified in the
original manuscript and found significant improvements in regional CO2 budgets over the Alaska
North Slope tundra compared to baseline results (Tao et al., 2021a). The newly identified generic
parameterization is superior to the early version. Here, we applied the newly identified generic
parameterization to six high-latitude sites and compared simulation results with historical
measurements (Figure R2.1; Figure S10 in the supplementary file). ELMv1-ECA simulated results
with the identified generic parameterization (red; Figure R2.1) demonstrate improvements in the
seasonality of CH4 emissions at these sites compared to baseline results (green; Figure R2.1). These
results can support the applicability of the identified generic parameterization as a reasonable initial
scheme for simulating CO2 and CH4 emissions over other high-latitude regions when using
ELMv1-ECA. In the future, we will optimize regional simulations against recently published
spatial datasets of CO2 and CH4 upscaled from in-situ measurements over the pan-Arctic domain.

Figure R2.1: (Figure S10 in the supplementary file) Comparison of observed and simulated CH4
emissions at six high-latitude sites as reported in Riley et al. (2011) and Xu et al. (2016).
Overall, to address the reviewer’s concerns, we have added into the revised manuscript the
discussion about the representativeness of the tested tundra sites, how the generic decomposition
scheme identified here can be possibly transferred to regional scale, e.g., over the Alaskan North
Slope tundra, and our plan for expanding the study over the pan-Arctic domain.
“Despite the small site number and the limited spatial representativeness of each site, the
identified generic decomposition scheme might be applied to the Alaska North Slope
tundra. Nevertheless, the generic decomposition scheme might induce uncertainty in
simulations and might not be the optimal regional scheme over other ecosystems or given
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different climate forcing and soil conditions. Still, we conclude that when using ELMv1ECA, the generic decomposition scheme can serve as a reasonable initial scheme for
estimating CO2 and CH4 emissions over other high-latitude areas (e.g., Figure S10). In
the future, we will explore more sites from newly published CO2 and CH4 datasets from
pan-Arctic ecosystems, e.g., BAWLD-CH4 (Kuhn et al., 2021) and FLUXNET-CH4
(Delwiche et al., 2021; Knox et al., 2019).” (Lines 476 - 481 in the revised manuscript)
“In the future, we will examine the generic model parameterization at more sites over the
pan-Arctic; we will also optimize regional simulations against spatial datasets of CO2 and
CH4 upscaled from in-situ measurements over pan-Arctic permafrost domain (Natali et
al., 2019; Virkkala et al., 2021; Zeng et al., 2020; Peltola et al., 2019), and discuss the
uncertainty of estimated trends of the spatially averaged CO2 and CH4 emissions
associated with snow impact and model parameterizations.” (Lines 547 - 551 in the
revised manuscript)
Second, the simulation of cold season greenhouse gas emissions is much improved but, again,
with only a few sites used for validation this may be getting the right numbers for the wrong
reasons, when the model has been specifically optimized for these sites. The addition of cracks
and plant remnants to act as conduits to the atmosphere makes sense, but this is a rudimentary
solution that does not enable the simulation of sudden bursts of CO2 and CH4 which have been
observed across the Arctic during the cold season – including at Barrow (Mastepanov et al., 2008;
Pirk et al., 2017; Raz-Yaseef et al., 2017). A discussion on why the model is not able to do this,
and how this may lead to a systematic bias would be warranted.
R2C2: We were aware of the sudden bursts of CO2 and CH4 during the freeze-up period because
the gases are pushed out of freezing soils (Mastepanov et al., 2008; Pirk et al., 2017). During the
spring period, the CO2 and CH4 emission pulses released from the accumulated gases trapped
underneath over the winter period due to thawing of frozen surface and enhanced soil cracking
associated with rain-on-snow events (Raz-Yaseef et al., 2017) are much less than the sudden bursts
during the freeze-up period at the tested sites (Figures 7 and 8 in the revised manuscript). Indeed,
our results perform better in reproducing spring-thaw period emissions than the sudden bursts of
carbon emissions during freeze-up periods (Figures 7 and 8 in the revised manuscript). Currently,
we mimicked the freeze-up sudden burst mechanism by preventing CO2 and CH4 from dissolving
in the soil ice fraction (Riley et al., 2011). As suggested by the reviewer, we have added discussion
on how we simulate this mechanism and why it currently cannot well capture the sudden burst, and
also our plan to address this issue in the future.
“As for the underestimations of post-ZCP carbon emissions, one critical reason is the lack
of sudden bursts of CO2 and CH4 within the model, i.e., the gases are pushed out of
freezing soils during the freeze-up period (Mastepanov et al., 2008; Pirk et al., 2017).
Currently, the ELMv1-ECA mimics this sudden burst mechanism by preventing CO2 and
CH4 from dissolving in the soil ice fraction (Riley et al., 2011), which could capture some
burst emissions (e.g., CH4 emissions in Oct. and Sep. of 2013 at ATQ; Figure 6); but it
still shows an overall underestimation for sudden-burst emissions especially at colder
sites (e.g., BES/CMDL and BEO; Figures 6 and 7). We will improve this mechanism in
the future by explicitly simulating ice encroaching soil pores and pushing out gases and
liquid water out of the soil matrix.” (Section 4.2, Lines 490 - 497 in the revised
manuscript)
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“The underestimated emissions during post-ZCP months (Oct. to Nov.) are mainly
caused by the lack of sudden bursts of CO2 and CH4 during the freeze-up period.”
(Section 5, Lines 591 - 592 in the revised manuscript)
Finally, the paper is incredibly detailed, which is generally welcome, but in this case there are
simply too many figures and tables. The information presented in Figure 5 overlaps with Figure 3
and Table 4, for example. I suggest that some of these figures and tables are moved to the
supplemental information, especially when they’re only briefly discussed in the text.
R2C3: We agree with the reviewer about the repeated information from Figure 5 and Table 4, and
thus we have moved Table 4 to the supplementary file as (Table S4) and retained Figure 5 in the
manuscript. We use Figure 3 to analyze the simulated freezing process and how the revised soil
water phase-change scheme improves soil temperature simulations, explicitly highlighting the
better simulated zero-curtain periods, which is critical to our manuscript.
We have also removed Figure 2 and Figure 6, and moved Table 5 to the supplementary file since
it repeats information that Figure 9 depicts.
Also, some of the figures are incredibly busy because several parameters are plotted together but
this makes it confusing to me what I’m looking at without continuously checking the legend. The
colors are hard to distinguish from each other, especially the yellow color when printed. It would
also help if the observations are plotted with a clear black line or dashed vs continuous, for
example, and that soil moisture and temperature are also plotted with different line types.
R2C4: Thank you for the suggestions. We have modified our figures accordingly. Specifically, we
have replotted time-series plots (including the original Figures 3, 8, and 9), using black lines for
observations, and also changed yellow to other colors. Particularly for Figure 3 (Figure 2 in the
revised manuscript), we have changed the soil moisture lines to dashed lines with contrasting colors
(shown below).
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Figure R2.2: (New Figure 3 in the revised manuscript) Comparison of multi-year (2013 - 2017)
averaged daily soil temperatures observed (Ts_Obs, black) and simulated with the original
(Ts_OriPC, blue) and improved (Ts_NewPC, red) phase-change schemes at BES/CMDL (a) and
IVO (b). Simulated moisture saturation with the original (Sf_OriPC; green) and improved
(Sf_NewPC; magenta) schemes are shown on the right hand axes. The horizontal axes indicates
days from July to June, with ticks represent the first day of each month. Hatched areas represent
durations of zero-curtain periods observed (ZCP_Obs, gray) and simulated (ZCP_OriPC, blue;
ZCP_NewPC, red). No baseline ZCP is shown in the 6th layer for BES/CMDL and the 7th layer for
IVO because the maximum annual temperature is below 0°C.
Minor comments:
Page 4, Line 110: were these gaps large? If gaps were only a few days this is fine, but it would be
good to know if weeks or months of data needed to be gap-filled.
R2C5: The original sentence is copied below:
“We first filled missing gaps vertically by fitting a polynomial to the soil temperature
profile (Kurylyk and Hayashi, 2016) on a daily scale, then screened out outliers by
examining the daily time series.” (Lines 109 - 110 in the revised manuscript)
The ABoVE/CARVE in situ measurements are available at depth 5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm, 20 cm, 30
cm, and 40 cm, and UAF GIFL soil temperatures are also available at various depths. Here, by
“gaps” we meant the discontinuities in measurements along the vertical soil depths. For instance,
sometimes the measurements at 20 cm are missing, then we filled this missing data by fitting a
polynomial to the soil temperature profile, i.e., measurements available at other depths. We only
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perform this gap-filling if we have at least one measurement at depths above the missing
measurement depth and at least one measurement at depths below the missing depth. For gaps in
time, we did not perform gap-filling in case introducing artifacts.
Page 6, line 176-177: no need to specify that the ’S’ stands for supplemental. This is rather
standard knowledge.
R2C6: We have removed this sentence.
Page 13, line 405: it’s unclear to me why there’s an ensemble of grey dots for the
NewPC_NewDecom_NewCH4 but not for the other dots? This is not well-described in the
caption or the text.
R2C7: The grey dots represent all the tested (1934) parameterizations of carbon decomposition
schemes and methane parameters listed in Tables S2 and S3, as indicated in the annotation of Table
2. We have added clear clarification in the caption of Figure 7 (now is Figure 5 in the revised
manuscript). Thanks for the suggestion.
Page 18, line 562: please elaborate on why the single static multiplicative function would not be
appropriate.
R2C8: We have added more elaboration on this and change the sentence as below.
“In addition, the single static multiplicative function used to parameterize the impact of
environmental conditions on respiration might not be appropriate because the
environmental impact also depends on maximum respiration rate, soil texture, soil carbon
content and quality, and microbial biomass (Tang and Riley, 2019).” (Lines 591 - 593 in
the revised manuscript)
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